134    ATTACK  UPON THE CANAL
Defence did not fall into the trap. The local garrisons
had no difficulty in keeping the enemy at a safe
distance from the Canal; and although various
buildings at Ferdan were hit by shell, and H.M.S.
Clio became the target of a battery of artillery, the
Turkish objective in the northern sector was not
secured. South of Serapeum quiet reigned throughout
the day.
The Canal Defence anticipated a renewal of the
assault on the following morning. During the night
of the 3rd fresh troops from Cairo were hurried to
Ismailia, and H.M.S. Swiftsure, flying the flag of the
Vice-Admiral in command of Egyptian waters, took
up her station in Lake Timsah. But following the
retirement the Turkish Command had conferred
anxiously. The loth Division was still fresh ; but the
inability of the storming parties during the preceding
twelve hours to make any impression upon the strongly
entrenched defenders, and the impossibility of im-
provising fresh bridging material in place of the
pontoons and rafts sunk, did not encourage the
resumption of the offensive. The spirit of the troops
also had been shaken by their failure and by the
casualties which they had suffered. The Command
decided therefore to break touch and to retreat to
Bir Saba. There is some reason to suppose that
uncertainty of the temper of the Arab units was
responsible partly for the decision. It would not be
strange, as a result of the failure to break through the
defence, if racial jealousy and antipathy had become
emphasized. In his account of the campaign Von
Kressenstein passes lightly over the point. He agreed
with the decision to withdraw upon the definite
ground that fresh attack on the following day, if
unsuccessful, would lead to the annihilation of the
Expeditionary Corps, and thereby arrest future opera-
tions against the Canal. On the other hand, he was

